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•• WORLD. AG!tIClJLTURE, COMMODttt POLICY AND ·PRICE.VARIABILITY 

The i>rinia,:y ~huis in ehis paperi,l.n. be upqtt g,,,,:.~ontal 
agricultural comi;nodity policies and. their· effects upon ·price variabil- · 

ity~: It i~ -the:_conmlOdity policie~ of th~ govern1'i~~t~: of the world.·. 
. . ·. '_·: . .· .·. 

that provisle the 1inlts between what occurs.in one piirt of the world 
. . . : . -· 

···arid.· in the rest of the worldis·-food a11d'agrfcul,tural.···systems~·. 
. . . . . . . 

. ·When o[).'e discusses price variability or its opposite, ·price 

stability, in· today's wor.ld one ~ust b_e quite specific in iricHcati~g 
. . ·,, .-· ·.. . . 

. the cont~ which one' 1-s .di~cu~sing. The market 'for most •farm prod-
. ·- . ·. : . .· 
. . 

. ucts>iS so ·fragmente~-as a tesult· of goverrimental· regUla.ticrns. and·. 

inter·:f~rences with trade> a~ross national boundaries 'that th~re ;ften ·.·. 

is little relationship between the behavior,,of a· partic_ular ·price 

. series,. such as prices r_eceived by 'farmers for· gtain, in - -
. . . _. .,. : . .., 

·· diffe;ent co~ritries •. "Not<only are •there substantial :difference,s in 

· -price~ .for app;oximat•e1y thesain~· product -.a~ ·a··1110~ent of time, but 
.· .· .. .:· . . . 

there ar:e majqt: changes ;:1.·n the differences o'\Ter· time •. 'the differ-·· 

ential·.~ha~ges reflect pi-iinarily the eff'ects of gdvenune~ta_l -poJ.kies, 

, though' tQ sOtile smali. degree variations in the- costs of transpo-rtation 
. . . . .. : . 

can affe<;t the difference in price_s between two .P.oints in s;pace. 
: .· . . .. -. ·. ..·· . .. . 

Th~re is. an obvious point, which I must.admit eludedttie in 

several ab~r1:ive efforts to prepare this paper, -th~~ I feel is worth 
. .. 

ma.king: If goyermnents are interested i!l price stability.for 
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agricultura~ commodities, their primary interest is in stability of 

prices within their own countries. This is not to say that govern-

ments have no interest in the stability of prices at which farm 

products are traded among nations, but past behavior of most govern

ments and even a cursory examination of policies and programs designed 

to stabilize prices indicate that there is far less concern with the 

stability of prices outside than inside national boundaries •. This is 

hardly a surprising conclusion. 

J;n fact, the concern of most governments with internal price 
~<--•---~- • ~ •"-:-••--•---~r-=.~~--•-•-.._. - ---.. :.... __ ,,,_.,=;....-•--=..-~•~••~•-•-,-,•--»-~.- •• --- - , ,. •- -.•·•· ,~•·• , ___ •·-:•---, 

stability, with little or no regard for external effects, is comparable ------------- -- ----~---- --~- - --- .- -- ·-•--· - -- .,_, ___ ,_,., -- ·-·-,.,...--------

to the primary concern of governments with .internal resource adjust

ments in agriculture. The agricultural and trade policies that were 

followed in recent years by most industrial nations to minimize their 

own need to adjust forced other nations to undergo relatively larger 

adjustments than would have been needed if all nations had participated on 

a more equal basis in the required resource adjustments. 

Ther.e has been little recognition of the extent to which one 

nation or region achieves price stability at the expense of instability 

to others. This has not been an important issue in international 
~-· 

. negotiations or in trade negotia.tions. Where price stability has been 

considered an issue, it is in terms of arrangements that would limit 

fluctuations in international prices through commodity agreements or 

buffer stocks. The effects of nationaLpolicies on price instability 

elsewhere have received almost no attention in such discussions. 

The causes of international price instability have generally 



variations resultin.g cfrom natural phenomena, 

stock arrangements or· fluctuations in. demand. over the 
. ' . 

- . . . ' ' 

·rnstal:>ili.ty has also been 

phenomena. for tree, crops or sugar. where the time lag. between 

and production can ibe such as . to lead to alternating periods of high . 

and.low levels of production. These\causes.are·real; there can be no 

doubt about them. But what can· be doubted is whether these causes are 

the primary ones, at least for the very wide variations in irtternatio.nal 
- .. 

. ' . . . 
prices of :most farm products such as we 

years or perhaps even during 

Market price stabilization requires tQateither the ·demand or· 

supply functions be very elastic. Practically, £or a given geographic_ 

area reliatiyely little can be done tomake·consumptiondemand functions 

highly elastic. Thus programs designedto achievemarket price stability 

' . ' ... 

tllUSt Work through t110dificatiorts of the supply functicm •. The supply func .. ~, 

. ::·:::}::;::r~:.:::::::::::·::r~~~o J 
Obviously the two techniques can be combined, as they have been in the 

United States and Canada for most of the paist · three decades. 

The different methods .of achieving a very. elastic supply curve 
. . ' 

for a given geographic area have very different effects upon prices in 

international markets. The control of imports an.d/or exports to 

stabilize interri.a1 prices increases the/variability of prices else-where 



L'·.· .· 

.. . ·• .. .' ·. : : 

in the, w~rld. ·.··If' inter;~.P,.ri~AEI ~~re. fu.lfy .. stab~iiized by. c~n~roi~in$ ·c· 
. ~--- .. . .. · . .. ·.• . . . -

.. . the floW' <Of :trade, tlli_s means that the pri~E! elasticttY of dematid for 
.·.~--:~ ...... ~--:'.'""~'"--~.~~~-~~~~ .. :'~- · .. 

impo.rts .or the pri.ce .etasticity of supply for> e~orts, whiChever·•is 
•. • · · · ·. · · · .. •. <. _ ... · · ... · : • · '""•_-~--~-,,; .. ",-:½-:-'"""<r=--~:-:·'-~f':'~~::·-~'s,<•~.-"7='~·-:-•~_;_,: .. 

·. rel~ant, is zero •. ·None· of the varia·tions. i?l; we>rld.·_supp:ly .. and demand : .. ·.· · ·. 

.. ~· . '·:: .· ... ·.,,:,. ... ...... . . ..· .. ·· .. -:. · .. " .. ·. . ..: ·.•· .... .- .· .. -. ' .. 

. is ab·sot~ed by a_ country .or: ;regipn following: such a syst~:. 
. . . . . . ~: ' 

.·.··•~rice effects of variations'in:supply or .demand thll-$' mu~t. be~bs~rb~d 

by oth-ers.. · · ... ·· · .. · · .· .·· · ·•· ·•· · • ··.· · ... · ·· , . 

·.· The effects . of. such . policies of national p;ice stabilizat i,o~ ·: : 

through ,the COiltl:'ol of trade can perhaps b.e vi.sualj_zed best th.rough a . 

. hypotheti:af ex~1e .. :_ Ass~e>that(i~J of .the tvo;id 1 .s. cons~ption of : i 

~a.i~ occurs within, ecOnqmies. that stabilize intet"nai prices through, 

' the control bf t:rad~j, :.i'bere i~ an autonomo~$ sllotk that. reduces the ____ -.'--__ .-.~ 

·. · world's output ,o; .. gr~in l>y(f)per~~nt/and the only stocks that exist are 
. . . ' 

worl.dng stocks. A.ssu:ai.e furth~r that· the short•rtin .price elast.icity of.·· 

d.eman,i .for gi:iin fo.- tl,e ~o;ld t~~o-~Q l11e ~ffects of the nit1.ona1 

·, •pric.e .. Stabilization. schemes ~re to require prj.ces :,in the part of the 

.world• that no-pnally conSl111'les.half .of the world ,;s .grain.to ·r.educe their ... 

· use by .8 perce~t~ ' If the price dasticity ,Of demand 1o1ere .. 0.1 in this . 

part of the .wprµ!~ the increase in pi-ice- fr¢m ~ world production. sho,:t

fal 1 of -4 p.ercent, a ssu.w,ing stab le deJiia:nd, would be 80 percent 

(approximately) •. If there were no nat~nal price stabilizatioil: schemes 
. : . . . . . 

. . .' .. ,·... . .. . : .· .. 

. through the control oz tr~de, the increase i~ price for the world would: 
. . . . . . : . . . . . . . . - . 

··be 40 percetit (approxilD&tely}. Thu$ half .the world foliqwing such 
. . . . . . .· 

4 • 

··:•~··.·····. ... :.· . 
. · ::· / . . 

. . . .·. I 

,·_ · .. : .. 
. . . 

schemes dc,Ubles the price swings for the rest of the world unless there •· .·· )-· 
,.· .. . . . . ' '•. .. ' . ; . 

¢~--' 
.· .. are stocks to. absorb .the shortfall- in production. 

T .. 
. l 



Price Stabiliza.tion Through Storage 

· If prices were stabilized through accumulation and decumulation · 

. . 

of stocks,· demand and production variability would be absorbed through 

changes in stoc:ts. · At some cost, prices could be stabilized within a 

specified price range -not with certainty unless the cost approached 

infinity, but with a very high probability of success. 

In fact:, . d~~ri~$=-~!1t"t-l9~.0.s~~fol:' wheat~~and;~the_f~_i:tc;i, gr~!1~1:,,e 
- (" - . - - -- ~ 

world came close to ha.ving a storage system that stabilized the inter-· 

national prices of the.se grains to a remarkable degree. It was a policy 

opera.te,f pri~ri.iy by the Unit~li_ St~j;"~~~ !!nd.Canada Wi1=h. a late assist ~.:_,_,:__~-==~-•• · '-' · _ _ _ _ _ , •• .- __ ' ···.· ·····c • • • ,_·'-·, ·c .-,,. --- _:., ,_ '-~- __ .,,,. ·. -- __ -_-.- . - "'~~~..:..-,.,~,-

from Australia. The primary objective of the storage policies was not 

price stability; the storage function was largely an inadvertent out-

.J • 

1 
growth of efforts to increase prices and returns ;or the grain.s. . In ~J.··•· )<\ .)<!.' · 

fa.ct, the storage role was not only inadvertent·but was also largely. I 
... ~ 

unwanted. 

One of the major factors in the substantial modification of 

the u. S. fann programs duting the early 1960s was the political con

cern over the high costs o:f storing the grain (and·cotton) that could 

not be disposed of at the price support levels theri prevaUing. Sil!l.i

larly the revisions in our farm programs that came in the late 1960s 

and early 1970s were motivated by th$ same considerations - the fear 

· that stocks would increase to levels that could not be politically 

sustained. · This was the view not only in the United States, but also · 

in Australia and Canada. The three governments took steps to dras-

ticaHy reduce the production of wheat and, in fact, accomplished this 



end.· In the process, stocks of wheat in the major grain exporters were• 

substantially reduced from mid-1970 to mid-1972 - by almost 20 million 

tons or by_a third (Johnson, p. 55). 2 The reduction in the stocks of 

wheat and the unwillingness of the United States to.accumulate large 

quantities of feed grains occurred ev,jn though the absolute level of 

grain stocks. in the exporting countries was significantly lower than in 

the early 1960s. In mid,..1960 and mid-1961 the grain stocks of.the major 

exporters represented about 15 percent of world grain production. In mid-

1970 such stocks equalled 10 percent of world production. Even so .the 

three major grain exporters desired to reduce stocks further, and did so. 

As noted earlier, the storage and. pricing policies of the major 

exporters achieved substantial sta:bility of the export prices of grain 

during the 1960s {Johnson, pp. 54-55). For the crop years from 1960 

through 1971 wheat prices were held within a range of $59 to $65 per met

ric ton in eleven of the twelve 'years; in one year (1969;0) t,he annual 

average price Was $53. Corn prices were nearly as stable being held 

within a range of $47 to $57 per ton except for 1970, the year of. the corn 

blight. Even in that year the annual average export price was $61. 
a} 

The price stability during the 196'0s was ach.ieved during a 

period of significant variability in world grain production •. In fact, 

the absolute shortfall of world grain production below trend during 

1961-62 through 1965-66 was greater than during 1971-72 through 1974-75 -

72 million tons compared to 36 million tons. Even if 1970-71 is added to 

the later period to include the effects of the corn blight on U. S. and 

world production, the shortfall for the period in the 1970s was 62 .million 

tons. The shortfall of production below trend in the 1970s, relative to 



. . .. ·.. . , 

trend .p<oducuon and consumptiot1, was at mosttwo-thiid~ •••large as 

during the first part of the 1960s (Johnson,_ p. 51) • 

.. Why, then, wa,s ,the behavior _of the prices iri the ititernational · .·· 

markets so different; between th1:r two ·periods? .One reason was that the 
.. ,'•· .. . . ··., 

major exporters had held thei1t stock l~~els to ai lowe:r ·le~ul in the 
. . . . . 

· 1970s thtm 'in the l960s. Ther~ is absolutely ,n~ e~ideo.ce that except 

for India a,n:y other count.ry in the world made any effort t.o ini:;:rease 

. ·- . 

stocks as an ,offset to .the: declines ln _North kierica and Australia· 
' ' 

(FAO,. 1974, p. 7).·· .. Thus the_change in storage policy of thenuljor 
~~------ , ·. . 

exporters. appeared to be acceptable to .. the uJp.r importers. ·.· If there 

were any.anxiety, it did not find e'Xl'ression in i~creased stocks.· 

·price Policies and Internatipnal J:nstability 
... ··_ ·_. . .. ·. .· .: ·. ·. . .·. : . 

·. But· ! believe that· a s_ec.ond reason wa.~ far more ilnportaut 
' ' ' 

• as an expl~ation of the different price: behavior in :the 1970s 'than 
. . . . •' . 

during the 1960s than the_ lower level of ~~in stocks .. in the later 

period, This reason Wi!S that a much larger. percentage of the world's 
. . _. . . . .. I. 

grain produi:;:tion and CO~$Ulnption in th·e 197Os than i;:i the 1960s 

occurred within the fra:Jl!;ework of pol,ieies :to achieve internal -price 

stability thro~gh the cont.rot of import.s and/ot e:kl)ort.s~ It was not 

so tnuch that NSic policies had changed as it was 1:hat either the 

· ability or the will to· pursue price stabiHzation i)olicies more 

effectively had changed~ 
. ' 

For ~xaittple~ the basic featur.es of the a.nnounced agricultcural 
.· . . ' -.. . . .: 

and food price policies of the So.viet Uri.ion were the same in. 1972. ·as 

7 



in 1963. Prices paid to producers were fixed, and prices at which farm 

products were sold as farm inputs or to consumers were also fixed and 

stable. The difference between 1963 and 1972 was that a much greater 

effort was made in the later year to make the prices effective prices 

to more nearly equate supply to demand at those prices. In the earlier 

period substantial shortfalls of supply relative to demand were tolerated; 

in the later period serious efforts were made to eliminate or minimize the 

shortfalls. Thus, after the poor crop of 1963, the Soviet .Union imported 

only about a third of the grain production shortfall; the same relation

ship held following the poor 1965 ct::op. But in 1972-73 net grain imports 

exceeded the production shortfall relative to the previous year by approx

imately enough to maintain use at the trend level for 1972-73 (Johnson, 

p. 28). 

Similar changes in the effectiveness of implementing price 

stabilization policies occurred in the European Community and, probably, 

in China. It is generally ignored that China has imported more grain, 

on the average, during the past three years than during the very difficult 

years in the early 1960s, or that since 1969-70 China has had larger 

aggregate net imports of grain than the Soviet Union (ERS, p. 24) •3 It 

appears that the countries of Eastern Europe and Western Europe also have 

effectively implemented policies to stabilize prices and use (around a 

rising trend) in recent years. 

In the early part of these remarks I used a hypothetical 

example in which it was assumed that half of the world's grain use 

occurred within the framework of national price stabilization achieved 

primarily by control of trade.. The half was not chosen arbitrarily. 



Approximately half. of the world's grain usa in recent years has 

occurred in the Soviet Union, the rest of Europe and China (ERS, p. 24). 

These regions of the world increased their share of world grain use from 

49 percent in 1969-70 through .1971-72 to 52 percent in 1974~75. Iri 

fact, the absolute increase in grain use of 68 million tons in these 

areas in 1974-75, compared to the earlier period, almost equaled the in-.. 

crease•in worl-d grain use of 73 million tons; the rest of the world in.,

creased grain use .by only 5 million tons. 

It would be an interesting exercise to determine how much the 

increase in the average price of grain received by farmers increased in 

the world between, say, 1971 and 1973 and 1974. A farmer in the United 

States would refer to an increase of approximately 175 percent in nominal 

. h h h 75 · 1 · 4 prices, t oug per aps percent in rea prices. I have made a rough' 

guess for the world as a whole - and it is little more than a guess. 

But that guess is that the real. price of. grain received by the world's 

farmers increased by no IIl()re than 40 percent between 1971 and 1974. In 

the European Community it appears that the real grain price actually 

declined over this period (Johnson, P• 34). 

If a nation or region is successful in achieving price 

stability, prices do not serve the function of influencing either con

sumption or production: when the world's demand-supply balance has 

changed. Thus, as noted before, all of the adjustment to the variabil

ity of supply and demand must be made elsewhere in the world. In the 

recent period these adjustments fell primarily upon two groups of 

countries - the major grain exporters and the low income developing 

countries that imported grain. 



, There were, of course, other factors. that increased world 

prices of grain. One was the devaluation of the Canadian and American 

dollars. The dollar prices of grain could have been increased by .such 

devaluations by perhaps 15 percent; with that increase the real price of 

grain tu the major importers would have remaineci unchanged. There was 

obviously some speculative overteaction to the situation that developed 

in 1973 and 1974. However, it is not at alr obvious that the major 

speculators consisted of those evil individuals that frequent the grain 

pits of the Chicago Board of Trade. Governments or governmental purchas• 

ing agents may well have been far more important, though this is only an 

impression that I cannot document. Another factor was that the major 

·exporters held too long to too low export prices for: grains during the 

sununer of 1972. 'Pricing policies that had worked reasonably we.11 for 

more than a decade were simply inappropriate in the situation that arose. 

The radical interference. with the operation of the market due 

to theU. S. wheat export subsidy resulted in maintaining the export 

price of wheat at too low a level. Without the export subsiay, market 

prices would have much more promptly reflected the impact of the 

enormous grain exports contracted for in 1972. No one knows, outside of 

a few individuals in Moscow, how much impact substantially higher grain 

prices would have had on the amount of Soviet imports. Given the level 

of purchases already made in 1975 at significantly higher real prices 

than in 1972, it is not clear that higher prices in 1972 would have had 

a significant impact on their imports. This may sound as though their 

behavior was irrational. However, imported grain at $140 to $150 per 

ton is in the range of the Soviet average procurement price and 



significantly below marginal procurement prices.5 It could be true 

that in the range of grain prices of $75 to $150 per ton, their import 

demand was very inelastic. I do not know that this is the case, but I 

would not be surprised if it were. 

Reserves and International Price Stability 

The conventional argument for a reserve is to•offset 

uncontrolled variations in supply. This argument may be valid 

individual country that does not engage in international trade. 

for an "I 
It is / 

I _...-, 

not the valid explanation for the holding of substantial stocks in 
~· 

/ 
excess of working stocks for the world as a whole. Yagil Danin, 

Daniel Sumner and I have estimated the optimal grain reserves for 

world for 1948-1973 if there were free trade in grains (Danin, p. 

the I 
27) .~··-J 

The criterion for optimal grain reserves was that the expected 

increase in price would equal the expected increase in marginal cost of 

storage. Storage costs were estimated to be $7.50 per ton and a real 

rate of interest of 5 percent' was assumed. Given the probability dis

tribution of world grain production, based on actual variability of 

grain production for a period of approximately twenty-five years, we 

found that in only one year out of five wo.uld carryover stocks be 

expected to be positive, and only one year out of twenty would such 

stocks exceed 10 million tons. This was for a level of world grain 

production of approximately 1.2 billion tons. If we had taken 

into account demand variability - the demand function was assumed con

stant except for a trend coefficient - carryover levels would have been 

increased by a few million tons. However, we assumed a rather low price 



elasticity of demand (-0 .1), and this probably resulted in an 

overestimate of carryover levels. 

Thus, for the world as a whole, grain production variabilit;y 

is not large. enough to make it profitable to hold large reserves. What 

may make it profitable to hold substantial- reserves -are the govern

mental policies designed to achieve a high degree of price stability for 

individual countries or regional groupings such as the European 

Community. These policies result in significant year-to-year variability 

in the excess demand and supply functions for grain by these countries or 

regions. In the absence of reserves, such variations in the demand for 

imports or the supply of exports result in variations in the inter

national prices of grain. 

Would it be profitable for someone - governments or private 

traders - to hold carryover stocks in response to largely P?licy-induced 

variations in import demand and the production variability in the major 

exporting countries? The answer to that question is clearly in the 

affirmative. Before the massive direct and modern governmental inter

vention in the markets for farm products, which can be dated from about 

1930, the private market did hold substantial carryover stocks of grain, 

especially wheat. Stated approximately for wheat, in the United States 

about half of annual production deviations, either positive or negative, 

were offset by variations in carryover and most of the remainder by 

variations in exports from 1896 through 1927 (Working, p. 173). 

During the first part of this century there existed substantial 

interferences with the trade in grain, but the interferences consisted of 

specific tariff duties. In many countries, especially in Western Europe, 



the tariffs were highly protective, but imports were determined 

primarily by market phenomenon - not by a bureaucrat or a legislature. 

Thus it is possible that the current governmental policies have intro

duced such a greater degree of uncertainty into the international grain 

market that _the private trade would be less effective in minimizing 

price fluctuations than it was a half century ago. 

Quite --~ankly, we do not kn.ow whether it would be -in. the 
------~--------- ~-o-...~.'----•----~~~---=--=-'~------ - . --------~----~ 

interest of the governments of the major exporters jointly <?;"-, (;m,e o; 

them to adopt a carryover policy for the grains - not as a price support 
=~,.,,=-.~ 

measure but as an investment. I hope that research that I am just now 

rl 
I 
,/ 

l 
i 
l 

beginning, supported by the National Science Foundation, will provide at ) 
,/ 

least a partial answer. An. attempt will be ma.de to determine the prob-
-, --- ~-=• • ~••-··· .. ,-,c· ~-.-.-••·-C-· X•~----·-,-..•, .. -,.~a- ,f--~ 

ability distributions of import demand functions for wheat and the feed 
~ .,-· - --· ' .. • · -••0•-•-----••-,-.a ...• ,~•---•--•-••-• -•--~ -•-•- __ -•·.·-----· ·-•-· ·• 

grains. If this can be done, it should be possible to determine what 

the carryover levels for the United States or for the major exporters 

shou+d be for any given total supply at the beginning of a year. One 

assumption that will be made is that the expected marginal return from 

the investment in carryover stocks should equal the expected marginal 

costs. 

Some may argue that this appro_ac:J1 v,1ill result in rel_~t::Jve+y 
, . -~ . , __ .. -~• -"· ---"-"'=···-·~-~-~--···;•--c==cc---- --.. ,,-,...c_--,,--'---"=.--"'""'-'·"-C·· -•·:-'-----"-~-·--" ---~·· - - • " 

--~----~-=--
( 

small levels of carryovers - certainly much smaller than held by the 
r--~------------------' -

major exporters in the early 1960s and probably lower than was held in 

1972. If true, and I do not know if this will be the case, who should 

pay for the losses incurred in holding larger stocks than implied by 

the optimal inventory rule? Should it be producers in the exporting 

countries in return for greater price stability? Should it be the 

J.' 



- . 
. - · .. ·· .. · · .. · ·.· .. •. ·.·.· ·. ·.•• .... · .. ·.· ........ . 

taxpayel:'s in th~ major exporting co'l.intries? . 'Or should it be the taxpayers -
. . .. . , 

in the i.lnporting countries -and c.onsuiners generally who should pay? . 
' ' ' 

. . . ._ . ·-

Roger Gra,y has made a persuasive case that it is ~onsumet's who 

gain from a resene policy (FAO 1975, p. 7) •. : The _case depends, to ~ con.-> · 

· s:i.del:'able degree, on the assumption that the price 1.elastie:f.ty of d~nd 

,becom,es smaller absolutely as the price iiler.eases. lf this assumption is 

cort'ect, th~n shortf~lls:. in sµpplies Silch as ~ere .witnessed in .197~ and 

1974 result in v-e:ry .large trans!~s of ine.ome .froin. con-su,iners to producers. 

Conswners thus might find -it in their interest to subsidize the holding of 

. . , ' . 

_. stocks in a greater amount than would be called fo~ by ·tl}e optimal storage 

or profitability •rule •. -

.· 
· If Gra.y' s case _for co.n.sumer' b:enefits is, val.id, then it·. is 

··. :· .. ' ·. ' 

probably not in the interest of grain producers to subsidize or to encour-
' ' 

•' . . . . . ·.· .. . . 

·- _· . age the -h~lding of st_ocks larger. than indicated by the; o~tbna'r carryover 
. . . . . 

' rule. However, it is possible. that the ~porters iµay find it necessary to 

hold fairly $Ubstantial r~se~es as. a means of inducing ilnporters to hold · 

their degree of self~sufficiency in check, or to ac~:ually decrea_se it 

.. (Johns.on, p. 58)~ 

. _ Cone lu~iing · ComD1ent s 

The _wotld tteed not have a period o·f ptice instability foi- major 
.· .· . .·. . .· 

storable fax,n produc-ts · such as it has witne·ssed since- 1972 and ls likely 

to ha-ve over the next year or more. !f there wet"e substantial liberaliza-_-
-, -

' ' . 

tion of trade in farm prod~cts, price instability would be significantly 

reduced for in:ternationally traded products.·. Trade liberalization would 
- " 

permit p:rivate traders _.and marketing firms, wheth~r ,publicly or privately 

·. owned, _ to engage in price and supply stabilizing reserves. There would . 



' .. 

remain considerable price ,instability, but the wide swings of recent 

and near future years allllost certainly would be avoided. 

Realistically one has to admit that there is little hope of 

enough trade liberalization over the next decade .to make a significant 

contribu.tion to international price stability. It is not only Western 

Europe and Japan that would have to modify domestic/agricultural policies, 

but also the Soviet Union and China. 

Given the numerous and uncoordinated national efforts to achieve 

internal price stability, the only feasible approach for achieving price 

stability in the international markets is through the creation of com

modity reserves. Probably the only significant possibility of establish

ing a reserve policy .that could be sustained and would not destroy the 

capacity of the price s~stem to appropriately·influence the allocation 

of resources and consum+ion decisions would be through the cooperative 

efforts. of the three·major grain exporters. But if such a cooperative 

effort attempted to hold price changes within very narrow limits, such as 

25 percent, the effort would fail due to the unacceptably large costs 

that would be involved. , 

It is true that price stability has economic and social values. 

However, it must be recognized that with nation:al agricultural policies 

as they are in countries that consume half of the world's grain, the 

costs of achieving a substantial degree of price stability in inter- ~ 

national markets will be .large. It is a truism that the price stability· 

objective must be related to· a level of costs that is acceptable to those 

who will bear those costs. 
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. FOOTNOXES 
- -

1. It could be_ at-.gued _that ·storage_ is a ineans of- making the·- demand func~ion 
- -

highly elastic. When stocks are being increased, it is clea;J;"ly approp~iat.e to _-

speak in terms of the dem&ll<i funcztion. - However, since stocks can b~ decreased 

as. well as increased, anct it is the supply available for constm:iptiori tl\4t ad

justs rather than -- prices and consumpt~on~ I ha\te considered · a buffer stocks 

operation as -a means of making the supply futtction for a given time period · 
- . . 

highly 'elastic •. The unde;tying effects are th~ same, of course, whether one .. 
- -

views a buffer sto.ck operation as either a -demand or supply phenomenon. 

. . ~ 

There are some other methods of making the supply somewhat more elastic · 

than it wo1,1ld otherwise be· such as n:ra:rketing limitations l?r acreage ·controls 
. '• ,• ·. . .. _ . . . 

or destruction of part- of the output •.. Price discrilliination, as in flutd milk 

markets, ~an be used to make the supply to o.ne segment of the market highly 

elastic by reducingthe elasticity of supply to other segments of the.u:iarket. 

But the .methods discussed in the -text are the tna.Jor ones With relatively broad 

applicability. 

2. The tons used in this paper ate metric to.ns. 

3.. However; Chinese_ imports.have not exhibited the ertatic behavior exemplified -

by the trade of. the Soviet Union. Chittese grain 'i:inports do not appear to have 

-been significantly influenced bf the real price of grain. 
. , ' . . 

.. 4. The estimated changes in prices do not include the direct payments received 

by u. s. farmers. If these were included in the returns for 1971, the increase 

• • • ' a 

in returns for the later years would be significantly less than 175 percent. 

The data refer to crop years. 

5. In t;his c·alculation, the value.of the-ruble used 1·s approximately $1.40. 

16. 
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